Prepositions Quiz

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate preposition.

1. The thief jumped ....................... the wall.
   - across
   - through
   - over

2. We walked ............................ the fields.
   - through
   - in
   - across

3. She sat .............................. her son and daughter.
   - between
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among
amongst

4. We drove .................................. the tunnel.

across
in
through

5. Why are you staring .......................... me?

with
at
on
6. They took over a week to cross the Atlantic ............................... a ship.

in
at
on

7. They live ......................................... the third floor.

in
at
on

8. Who is that pretty girl .............................. the second row?

in
9. London is ................................ river Thames.

over

10. You should never run .................................. the road.

across
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11. I first met him ................................ a department store.

on
in
on

12. It has been ages ................................ I heard anything from her.

from
since
for

Answers

The thief jumped over the wall.
We walked across the fields.
She sat between her son and daughter.
We drove through the tunnel.
Why are you staring at me?
They took over a week to cross the Atlantic on a ship.
They live on the third floor.
Who is that pretty girl in the second row?
London is on river Thames.
You should never run across the road.
I first met him in a department store.
It has been ages since I heard anything from her.